
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

CREATE YOUR OWN WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGE FROM THE BELOW STEPS 
 

STEP 1. LEVEL OF COVERAGE  
 

- 2.5 hours of coverage            $800 
- 4 hours of coverage             $1020 
- 6 hours of coverage             $1350 
- 8 hours of coverage             $1650 
- 12 hours of coverage           $2300 

 
This includes unlimited images supplied in high resolution on a USB flash drive with no 

watermarks or copyright restrictions. All the images are corrected and come in colour, b&w and 
with pro effects 

Extra copies of the USB are $25 each 
A second / assistant photographer is available at $60 per hr and is highly advised for extensive weddings 

If a second principal photographer is needed to cover the groom getting ready the value is $300 
 

  STEP 2. ALBUM SELECTION (Optional step, please add to your step 1 selection) 
 

- 13”x13” Magazine album, individually designed & book bound            (20 pages/sides) $1500 
                  This album has a classic square look                                          (30 pages/sides) $2200 
                    extra pages/sides are $100 each 

 
- 12”x15” Magazine album, individually designed & book bound                    (20 pages/sides) $1500 

         This album can be ordered in portrait or landscape style                    (30 pages/sides) $2200 
                      extra pages/sides are $100 each  

 
- 14”x17” Magazine album, individually designed & book bound                     (20 pages/sides) $1660  

                 These albums are the ultimate way to display your images                 (30 pages/sides) $2360  
         and can be ordered in portrait or landscape style 
                   extra pages/sides are $110 each 

 
All of our albums come with a selection of coloured leather covers and are professionally book bound  

Upgrade options for album covers are acrylic print with leather spine- $100 to upgrade 
Personal embossing, names and date -$60 to upgrade 

 

• 1-16”x24” Canvas frame included with any album order 
• 10% off album prices only when ordered at the time of booking our studio   

 
 STEP 3. LARGE PROFESSIONAL PROOF PRINTS  
(Optional step, please add to other steps selected)  

 

- 100- 5”x7” (13x18cm) Prints       $235 
- 200- 5”x7” (13x18cm) Prints       $450 
- 300- 5”x7” (13x18cm) Prints       $675 
- 400- 5”x7” (13x18cm) Prints       $895 

 
The proof prints are presented in a keepsake wooden box and can be selected by you from the USB 

including duplicates of the same image or you can leave the selection up to us 
Professional archival photographic paper and pro labs are used for all our printing 

 
All prices are GST inclusive / all packages copyright is included 

• For other package add-ons please see page 2 (Back of this page) 
 

Please do not hesitate to contact us so that we can arrange an appointment to discuss your wedding 
photography requirements further. Appointments are available at our office in Carnegie up until 8pm Monday 

to Thursday (Friday and weekend appointments also available upon availability) 
 

 
U2/293 Koornang Road, Carnegie 3163    T 03  9578 0013   M 0425 750 550 

Website: www.ckphotography.com.au    Email: info@ckphotography.com.au 
 

ckphotography



 
 
 

PACKAGE EXTRAS 
 

 
            Parent albums……………..................................…….....………...$550 each 

Magazine style albums  / duplicate of the main album- 7”x7” or 7”x9” size  
($700 for same size as the main magazine album) 

 
 

Matted style parent albums- 9”x9” size (fits 20-5”x7” and/or 7”x7” prints).....$490 each 
Images can be selected by the parents 

 
Romantic night photography…………………….…………………....$350 

This is a creative shoot, photographed amongst Melbourne’s stunning night views 
whilst you unwind from your big day. (Adds more variety to album designs) 

 
Pre-wedding portrait session …………………..…………………….$350 

Photographed on location prior to your wedding day, this is a good opportunity to 
get some great shots of the two of you and at the same time you can familiarise 

yourself with being in front of the camera and it also gives a chance for the 
photographer to build a rapport with you (Images are supplied high res on a USB 

flash drive) 
 
 
 

PHOTOSHOPPED PROFESSIONAL PRINTS 
 

4” x 6” (10” x 13cm) - $ 7.50 each 
5” x 7” (13 x 18cm) – $15.00 each 
7” x 10” (20 x 25cm) - $30.00 each 

(Prints come with black folders) 
 

PORTRAIT ENLARGEMENTS 
(Standard, Gloss or Metallic do not include frames or mounting) 

 
                               Standard lustre     Gloss / Metallic    Canvas on stretcher     

   

11” x 14” (28 x 35cm) -              $ 60                    $90                            - 
16” x 24” (40 x 50cm) -              $120                   $180                       $250 
20” x 30” (50 x 76cm) -              $180                   $270                       $400 
24” x 36” (50 x 91cm) -              $240                   $360                       $500 
30” x 40” (76 x 102cm) -            $300                   $450                       $650     

 

*ADD 200% of the cost of the enlargement (standard finish) to have it framed 
 (Subject to conditions) 

 
 

PAYMENT TERMS 
 

A. $500 deposit is required to confirm the booking 
 

B. 50% from the remaining balance of the package selected is required 2 
months prior to the wedding day 

 
C. Balance is payable prior to or when picking up the high resolution images on 

a USB flash drive after the wedding. (Usually takes 4 weeks) 


